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**LexisNexis Summary**

… Other considerations included eliminating racial and class bias in decision-making, promoting civility and respect for litigants, and increasing the resources devoted to Family Court. … The interdisciplinary expertise subgroup, however, pointed out that children and respondents do not opt into Family Court litigation. … Our working group seemed to unanimously recognize the legitimacy of supervised visitation as a court-ordered remedy and the need for programs and services to effectuate this remedy. … It did not, however, accept mandated participation in parenting classes, job training, or an anger management program in the same way. … I propose that lawyers who have expertise with the Family Court process in intrafamily disputes partner with social scientists to create a proactive, goal-setting culture on a systems level. … At the same time, in another courthouse, we could require half the judges who adjudicate custody cases to participate in intensive interdisciplinary training. … I envision experimentation that entails: developing a hypothesis and performance criteria; communicating with stakeholders who could inform, advise and help shape the innovations; trying something new for a set period of time; collecting the relevant data; and then evaluating that data to confirm or disprove the hypothesis.

**Text**

[*647] INTRODUCTION

This Reply focuses on a fundamental question: what is the primary purpose of the Family Court when faced with intrafamily disputes? I explore how competing conceptions of purpose affect our understanding of the Family Court's role in order of protection, custody and visitation, and child and spousal support cases. I recently had the privilege of co-facilitating a working group of experienced practitioners whose task was to re-imagine the work and structure of the New York Family Court and then develop recommendations for change. ¹ While our conversation was rich and wide-ranging, what most surprised me was the difficulty we had agreeing on a vision of what the Family Court should do. A review of some of the relevant literature reveals a longstanding debate on the proper role of the Family Court and repeated reform efforts. ² Upon reflection on our discussion, I have concluded that lawyers should partner with social scientists to develop controlled experiments with different court models that

¹ My co-facilitator was Professor Leah Hill of Fordham Law School, and the working group participants reflected the Conference Planning Committee's hard work to gather a diverse group of stakeholders, such as attorneys and advocates for battered women and children, Family Court judges, academics, social workers, and service providers. We were also fortunate to be joined by Adam Sparks, a Columbia Law School student, who prepared the Working Group Report. Other working groups focused on the areas of delinquency, abuse and neglect, and foster care.

have clearly expressed goals, as well as detailed plans for data collection to determine whether those goals have been met.

THE WORKING GROUP DISCUSSION

While there have been many iterations of a conceptual divide in defining the Family Court's purpose, our group identified a binary choice between adjudicating legal disputes and addressing underlying problems in family disputes. The cohort that favored a traditional, legal dispute resolution approach focused on the need for revitalized due process protections for litigants. From their perspective, the Family Court's mandate should be to render fair, considered, and prompt decisions. Delay was a dominant concern. Other considerations included eliminating racial and class bias in decision-making, promoting civility and respect for litigants, and increasing the resources devoted to Family Court.

In contrast, those who defined the problem more broadly as a family dispute tended to reach for the more ambitious goal of improving family dynamics, which seemed often to entail the provision of social services. Adherents to this approach asked why a person comes to Family Court and what she or he hopes to gain. Their general answer was: to resolve a problem in a family relationship when other methods are unavailable or have failed. Thus, the touchstone for this cohort was not due process, but rather interdisciplinary expertise. For example, if one of the factors contributing to an intrafamily dispute is domestic violence, alcoholism, or drug addiction, then an effective decision maker needs some level of expertise in these areas. From this perspective, legal rights are inextricably linked to social, psychological, and economic needs.

Both subgroups seemed to arrive at their conceptions of the proper role of the Family Court by drawing on their experiences with various client groups. Lawyers who represent women seeking orders of protection, custody, visitation, or support tended to view courts as institutions that should apply legal standards, conduct fact-finding through an adversarial, truth-seeking process, and enter judgments that resolve the legal problem presented by the petitioner. Lawyers who represent children tended to want courts to elevate the "best interests of the child" above all else and to perform tasks beyond fact-finding and applying the law. These tasks include garnering resources and services for children and families and holding the agencies that provide these services accountable.

While our working group maintained an excellent esprit de corps throughout the two-day conference, each subgroup implicitly and explicitly critiqued the other. The due process subgroup referred to mandatory services as "disservices," and posited that the multifaceted "best interests of the child" standard provides no real guidance to litigants or decision makers. They placed a high value on parent autonomy and expressed concern about the potential unintended effects of ordering parents to participate -- personally and with their children -- in programs.
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\textsuperscript{4} Some of the complexities embedded in representing children in intrafamily disputes include being haled into court involuntarily, potential questions of substituted judgment, and, in custody and visitation cases, physically embodying the legal remedy sought by the other litigants.

\textsuperscript{5} I interpreted the working group conversations through my own lens as a professor in a law school clinical program that represents battered women in Family Court on matters involving intrafamily disputes. For purposes of drawing a contrast, I have crystallized and pushed to the edges comments that were more nuanced and balanced at the time they were made. My hope is that sharpening some of the edges will lead to greater analytical clarity.

\textsuperscript{6} They recognized the potential value of social services, but maintained that accessing services should be voluntary and not tied to a court proceeding. One potential model is the work of the federally-funded "Family Justice Centers," which enable local district attorneys' offices to vigorously prosecute domestic violence crimes while providing a wide range of services to victims. See, e.g., Press Release, Dep't of Justice, First Family Justice Center Opens in Brooklyn, New York (July 20, 2005), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/2005/July/05_ojp_382.htm.
Intuitively, defining the court's role narrowly and trying to cabin its power through procedural rules would have the effect of maximizing individual autonomy.

The interdisciplinary expertise subgroup, however, pointed out that children and respondents do not opt into Family Court litigation. The proceedings are, in this sense, already coercive for one segment of participants. This group focused more on a child's need for stability and finality than parental autonomy. It linked the phenomenon of "frequent filers" with a failure to reach a multidisciplinary, fully considered decision in the first instance and maintained that it is imperative to involve other disciplines and embed them in the governing legal framework. This is a theoretically optimistic view of the Family Court as an institution that can generate multiple solutions, including legal and non-legal remedies. Attempting to meet both the legal and social needs of families, however, would require implementation of an explicit analytic process for evaluating multidisciplinary inputs.

After two days of discussion, our working group came to consensus and drafted recommendations to present to all conference participants. We posited: "The Family Court's principal focus should be on the adjudication of disputes, in addition to providing access to appropriate resources when necessary to effect a court-ordered remedy." This language represents a compromise between the two subgroups. It allows for the provision of services when those services are tightly linked to the court's legal conclusion. In other words, the proposed remedy must have a sufficient nexus with the court's legal conclusion.

MY THOUGHTS AND PROPOSAL

I agree with our consensus conceptualization of the Family Court's proper role. The traditional role of courts is to decide individual disputes, and I am reluctant to give courts a more broadly defined mandate to fix family dynamics. This reluctance stems from both legitimacy and competency concerns. The specific mention of resources, however, highlights the important role that courts must play to ensure that legal remedies are enforced. The prototypical example of a resource "necessary to effect a court-ordered remedy" is participation in a supervised visitation program. As a practical matter, when a Family Court judge permits visitation, but rules that it must be supervised, litigants frequently have difficulty finding a program that works with their schedules, locations, and daily lives. Consequently, suboptimal, informal arrangements relying on relatives or friends to play the role of supervisor are common. Our working group seemed to unanimously recognize the legitimacy of supervised visitation as a court-ordered remedy and the need for programs and services to effectuate this remedy. It did not, however, accept mandated participation in parenting classes, job training, or an anger management program in the same way. Explaining this differential response sheds some light on our working group's difficulty in answering
the initial question about the Family Court's primary purpose, and points towards an approach to mediating between due process and interdisciplinary expertise.

A part of this distinction is what some group members characterized as the difference between providing resources and a meaningful remedy for families as opposed to mandating participation in untested programs. If the opportunity to have visitation is predicated on participation by a third-party supervisor, then programs that supply this service, almost regardless of content, are welcome. Although one might think that an anger management program could be substituted for supervised visitation as the condition precedent for visitation, this analogy fails. Supervised [*652] visitation has legitimacy as a court-ordered remedy that other programs do not share. 12

In a sense, a supervised visitation program always "works" if the goal is abstractly defined as enabling the visitation to occur. A program need only exist in order to show quantifiable results in the form of hours of visitation that actually occur. 13 A program like anger management, on the other hand, whether structured through classes, individual therapy, or group therapy, does not occur simultaneously with visitation. The success of such programs is also more difficult to quantify because they unavoidably require a more qualitative assessment of an individual's progress. For example, one measure of success might be a participant's ability to manage his or her anger in the context of an intrafamily dispute. 14 Finally, participation in any program external to the actual visitation represents an additional burden.

Some innovative programming and experimentation is already in place, and the Family Court has been taking on more broadly defined responsibilities, including some traditionally held by social services agencies. Problem-solving courts such as the Integrated Domestic Violence (IDV) Courts have, by design, one judge addressing the various legal issues affecting one family. The IDV Courts' express goals include ensuring enhanced services for victims and holding offenders accountable. 15 Family courts in general have also been drawn into the role of a social service agency, with the power to penalize litigants for noncompliance, and some [*653] have called for judges to play more of a leadership role in maintaining and promoting healthy, functional families. 16 I support these reform efforts, but think that establishing performance criteria and collecting the data necessary to assess performance is essential to effecting lasting reform.

I wholeheartedly agree with our working group's recommendation that the Family Court develop a research component to collect, evaluate, and communicate data about its own performance. Such research should examine how well or poorly the system is working for all stakeholders. It also should be transparent, meaning the data should be made available to the general public. The information generated could be used in a myriad of ways, such

12 One reason may be that visitation in any form is the long-recognized, accepted remedy for a meritorious petition for visitation. Cf. ROSS SANDLER & DAVID SCHOENBROD, DEMOCRACY BY DECREE: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN COURTS RUN GOVERNMENT 139-53 (2003) (criticizing imposition of broadly drawn injunctive relief against government defendants where the remedy is not closely tied to the proven legal claim).

13 I do not intend to disparage those high quality supervised visitation programs that strive to make a real difference in the dynamics between parents and their children and to nurture healthy relationships. I mean only to emphasize the significant overlap, if not congruence, between the legal remedy of visitation and the service of providing "supervision" for the visitation.

14 Theoretically, participation in a supervised visitation program also requires a qualitative evaluation of the parent-child interaction, and graduating from supervised to unsupervised visitation requires a qualitative improvement in that interaction as assessed by a psychiatric, psychological, or social work professional. In practice, however, many individuals are unable to access such programs and must rely on informal supervised visitation arrangements.


16 See, e.g., Spinak, supra note 2, at 353-55 (describing belief of Progressive era reformers in judges' supervisory role and more current conceptualization of judges' leadership role by Chief Judge Judith Kaye in the New York State court system).
as by putative petitioners in deciding whether to initiate an action, by respondents in deciding whether to settle, by courts, and potentially by legislators to better inform future decisions.  

I propose that lawyers who have expertise with the Family Court process in intrafamily disputes partner with social scientists to create a proactive, goal-setting culture on a systems level. While individual judges and advocates continue to litigate and adjudicate individual cases, others could take a step back and, in a manner that provides for and values community input, develop controlled experiments to examine whether specifically identified problems could be solved through some combination of additional resources and restructuring. Looking through the prism of purpose, our working group framed a dichotomy between legal and family disputes. In a system that handled well over 200,000 filings per year from January 2000 through June 2005, however, it is not necessary to choose between strict adherence to historical understandings of due process or an interdisciplinary approach. We can do both.

The overwhelming concerns about delay could be addressed by experimenting in one courthouse with a trial part. The trial part judge would be relieved of all the pre-trial work in the numerous cases that end up settling. Other judges in the Family Court would refer trial-ready cases to this judge who could preside, for example, over a custody case every day, all day, and on consecutive days, until that trial is done. He or she could then preside over the next trial. This model would present a sharp contrast with the current system in which a trial may take months to conclude because the judge’s calendar only allows for conducting a trial for a few hours on one day and then requires waiting another six to eight weeks until another several hour block of time becomes available.

At the same time, in another courthouse, we could require half the judges who adjudicate custody cases to participate in intensive interdisciplinary training. The other half could serve as the control group. The judges in the training group could learn from psychiatrists, psychologists, and social work professionals about domestic violence, child psychology, alcoholism, and chemical dependency. They could visit and tour various program sites and potentially participate in a session or two to gain personal experience with a program to which they may routinely refer litigants. These judges could be tested by the trainers on the information they are being asked to master. The newly created research and development arm of the Family Court could gather feedback from parents and their lawyers, children and law guardians, forensic experts, and the judges themselves before and after the training to try to measure its value added. Social scientists could also conduct surveys and focus groups of stakeholders throughout the courthouse to have a basis for comparing the performance of the judges who participated in the training with those who did not.

Measurement of performance outcomes is obviously critical to advancing reform goals. I envision experimentation that entails: developing a hypothesis and performance criteria; communicating with stakeholders who could

---

17 If, for example, a Support Magistrate orders several respondents to participate in a particular job training program, and none of them are subsequently able to secure employment, then the next time the judge might decide to use a different program or decline to require participation in any program. Conversely, if litigants were consistently satisfied with a particular parenting program, then a decision-maker could decide to use that program exclusively.


20 Our working group considered but ultimately decided against recommending the creation of trial parts.
inform, advise and help shape the innovations; trying something new for a set period of time; collecting the relevant data; and then evaluating that data to confirm or disprove the hypothesis. With the example of trial parts, the hypothesis could be that a trial part would reduce overall caseloads levels by X percent, cut the average time from case filing to case closing by Y months, and increase litigants’ confidence in the Family Court process. A courthouse without a trial part, but with similar numbers of judges and cases filed could serve as the control. After the designated period for experimentation had elapsed, the research and development arm of the court could analyze and publicize the comparative results.

CONCLUSION

Our working group characterized the Family Court’s adjudication of intrafamily disputes as a system in crisis and spent a fair amount of time focusing on the resource question. My proposal for differently configured model courts that operate as experiments frames the question differently. I would not focus narrowly on whether we need more judges and courthouse support staff. From my perspective, the obvious answer to that question is yes. Increasing the number of judges and support staff, however, is a finger-in-the-dyke solution. Rather than accepting the current paradigm and simply trying to do the business of the Family Court faster and better, I propose that we seek to develop a culture of innovation and accountability. Having started with the question of purpose, I am now convinced that controlled experimentation that marshals data and builds a persuasive case for what does and does not work in Family Court is the necessary foundation for sustaining the political will to implement change.
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